
WRITE A MODULATION IN MUSIC

In music, modulation is the change from one tonality (tonic, or tonal center) to another. This may .. (In standard four-part
chorale-style writing, this chromatic line will most often be in one voice.) For example, a chromatic modulation from C
major.

This often happens at phrase boundaries, with the old-key tonic ending one phrase and the new-key tonic
beginning the next. This kind of modulation is commonly found at the end of a song when the listener thinks
they know what is coming next. When a piece of music modulates a composer may write a new key signature
â€” this is a sure sign that the piece has changed key. Of course, all the places that you now visit would be
located in and around your new town. For example, the parallel key of G Major is G Minor. My best videos,
podcasts, and articles, with goodies only available on the mailing list. Note that every major scale contains a
relative minor scale. This type of modulation is widely used in pop music and has two main applications:
Suddenly shifting to a new key between sections of a song. Filed Under: Harmony , Read , Theory Tagged
With: altered chords , Beethoven , Diatonic Harmony , Functional Harmony , harmony , how to change keys ,
modulation examples , modulation in music , music theory , pivot chord modulation , secondary dominant ,
the beatles About Beau Simpson I have been playing music for as long as I can remember. The smoothest type
of pivot-chord modulation uses a pivot-chord that expresses the same function in both keys â€” commonly
subdominant function, but other functional arrangements are possible and commonly used. However, as
Voltaire once said â€” With great power comes great responsibility. In Pop music, in general, it is also used
the modulation one tone above increase the song one tone or a half tone above. G Major, however, would be a
closely related key because C Major and G Major share several of the same chords. Instead, that chord is
effecting a direct or truck-driver modulation. This makes the overall harmonic structure very similar. So please
give Beau a warm welcome, and enjoy the first in a new series of articles called The Art of Modulation. You
can hear that there is a fine line between effective and cheesy. F major in the home key, F minor in the
destination key. Many songs and pieces remain in this home key and do not change. Therefore, diatonic pivot
chord modulation would be impossible. A step-up modulation is notated like a direct modulation. So what do I
know? Want my best stuff on composing? This modulation is a sudden change of key. Best of luck in your
compositions! Have a look at some sheet music. We hope that you now have a better understanding of
modulation and have seen how useful and fun it can be in music. I have worked as a private guitar teacher in
since and received my Bachelor's degree in music composition in  Choose a destination key and write out the
harmonized scale. This change is called a modulation. However, to make a piece more interesting a composer
may choose to change into a different key at some point during the piece. The chorus is then shifted up another
semitone and repeated in the key of E-flat Major  These shared chords are useful when making the transition
from one key to the next. This will create a series of chords in the key of A minor. It is just to understand the
concept, because the examples and ideas will come when we analyze the songs. As you can see in this
example, altered common chord modulation is not limited to distantly related keys. A truck-driver modulation
is notated like a direct modulation. Therefore, a broader definition to diatonic modulation would be using the
present chord in the original harmonic field to take the song to another harmonic field. There are several ways
in which a composer can effect a modulation. Each chord in the harmonized scale is assigned a Roman
numeral, which denotes its function or place within the scale as well as its qualityâ€”uppercase for major,
lowercase for minor. The Circle of Fifths easily identifies relative keys. I hope to have provided enough
knowledge to get you started using common chord modulation in your own compositions.


